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1ST ERA (2500 – 2451 BC): 1ST SIGN VIRGO “SEED OF THE WOMAN” 

STAR PROPHECY     HISTORICAL EVENTS 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hebrew name for the sign is Bethulah: “Virgin”.  

The picture is a woman holding a tree branch 

(pointed up) in her right hand and a sheaf of 

wheat (pointed down) in her left hand.   

Spica in left hand: “The Branch”.                

Zavijava in left shoulder: “Gloriously Beautiful” 

Vindemiatrix right hand: “Branch who Comes”.   

Subilon: “Ear of Wheat”; Subilah :“Who Carries”.   

Ham had received Africa; Shem the Fertile 

Crescent; Japheth the regions beyond.  When 

Nimrod invaded Mesopotamia Shemites fled to 

the hills.  But Shemites returned to Babel and 

joined with Hamites in building the Tower.   

“The whole earth had one language and one 

speech… and they said ‘Come let us build a city 

and a tower whose top reaches to heaven, let us 

make a name for ourselves… But the LORD came 

down to see… and said ‘this is what they begin to 

do, now nothing they propose will be withheld 

from them.  Come let us go down and confuse 

their language… so the LORD scattered them 

over the face of all the earth… the city ceased.” 

 

 

Here is the lesson of Virgo: the sign is not about the 

woman it is about the “Promised Seed”.  The virgin is 

just a ‘sign’ of a Christophany on earth. 

It is fitting the destruction of Babel occurs under the 

sign Virgo because the Bible says “The LORD came 

down”.  When Jesus was born of Mary he left the 

throne of the Universe and incarnated: to usher in the 

Millennium Kingdom of God; but if his people would 

reject him, then they call fire down on their heads. 

The Lord came down & He found Shemites complicit 

with Hamites in building a Messiah-rejecting city, 

whose priesthood and elites are elevated like angels!  

And who purpose is to erase the knowledge of God. 

2499 BC Eber (son of Shelah) is born 

2494-2392 Egypt built the last four pyramids of the 

Old Kingdom: (smaller & poorer quality than at Giza). 

2465 BC Peleg and Joctan (sons of Eber) are born 

2460 BC Tower of Babel is built. 

2453 BC Tower of Babel falls! 

 


